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BHS Names Thomas Brooks Chief Technology Officer
Brooks will lead BHS’ global technology and development efforts
Eugene, Ore. – August 18, 2020 – – Bulk Handling Systems (BHS) has named Thomas Brooks to the position of
Chief Technology Officer (CTO). Brooks assumes the role after serving as BHS’ Director of Technology and
Product Development. As CTO, Brooks will focus on leading new technology and product development efforts
across the organization – including BHS, Max-AI®, Nihot, National Recovery Technologies (NRT) and Zero Waste
Energy (ZWE) – with an emphasis on bringing new
technologies to the market.
Since joining BHS, Brooks led the redesign of NRT’s optical
sorters, oversaw the creation of BHS’ Controls & Intelligence
division, and spearheaded BHS’ artificial intelligence (AI) and
robotics technology Max-AI®. Recent developments include
the integration of Max-AI technology into NRT optical sorters,
an advancement that combines AI with both color and near
infrared (NIR) optical detections to make enhanced sorting
configurations possible.
“Thomas is an exceptional leader and does an excellent job of
bringing to market innovative technology that’s in-line with
our corporate vision,” said BHS CEO Steve Miller. “The
progress he’s made with Max, our optical sorters and our system control and intelligence solutions are advances
that are paying real dividends to our customers. They’re also integral to our vision of the Industrialized MRF, a
fully-automated system that optimizes itself to run all day and with optimal levels of throughput, recovery,
uptime and intelligent reporting. We’re fortunate to have a leader of Thomas’ caliber and expect great things to
follow,” Miller concluded.
“It’s an honor to lead the technology development for BHS and all of the brands that are in our family,” Brooks
said. “I have the pleasure of working with a tremendous team; co-workers that deeply care about performance
and achieving results for our customers, and for a leadership team that is forward looking and invests heavily in
our technology. I’m also fortunate to work in an industry that is so impactful – it’s fulfilling to see how the
technology we develop creates new methods to directly improve the world and drive a circular economy,”
Brooks concluded.
Brooks was recently named a Waste360 40 Under 40 award winner. He has served in management and new
product development roles in the aerospace, biomedical, industrial and automotive industries, among others.
He holds a Bachelor’s Degree from Tennessee Tech University in Mechanical Engineering with a focus on
controls and fluid dynamics.
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Bulk Handling Systems (BHS)
Headquartered in Eugene, OR, BHS is a worldwide leader in the innovative design, engineering, manufacturing
and installation of sorting systems and components for the solid waste, recycling, waste-to-energy, and
construction and demolition industries. Wholly-owned subsidiaries include Nihot (Amsterdam), NRT (Nashville,
TN) and Zero Waste Energy (Concord, CA). BHS is also the home of Max-AI® technology, a breakthrough artificial
intelligence that identifies materials, makes intelligent decisions and directs equipment such as robotic sorters.
Clients around the globe choose BHS because of its experience, dedication to cutting-edge technology, quality
construction and durability, and unmatched customer service. BHS has built some of the largest and most
durable MRFs in the world – and they are achieving the highest throughput, recovery, and purity rates in the
industry.
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